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Abstract. Ecological sustainability is the defining challenge of our time. This paper suggests a new methodological approach
that could help to investigate how environmental behaviour (transport behaviour, energy consumption, food consumption, goods
consumption, wasting) dilemmas can be overcome on an individual level in real life by using smartphones to collect daily
behavioural data in a field-experimental setup. Presented are results from a pilot study to discuss the feasibility and potential
of this approach. After the first week of data collection without any intervention, the 20 study participants were randomly
assigned to two field-experimental treatment groups. In the social monitoring experimental group study participants monitored
each other’s environmental performance and in the behavioural targeting treatment group study participants’ past behaviour
was analysed to provide individualised tips how they can improve their environmental performance. The paper shows how the
collected data could be used to better understand how people make environmental behavioural decisions, what can positively
affect this decision–making in real life and how the different environmental behaviours (e.g. transport behaviour vs. energy
consumption) interact with each other in real life.
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1. Introduction
In 2015 the United Nations implemented its new Sustainable Development 15-years agenda (https:
//sustainabledevelopment.un.org). Several of the 17 Global Sustainable Goals are dedicated to preserving
the environment (e.g. mitigating climate change, protecting marine systems, protecting forest systems
etc.). The challenge that nations worldwide now face is how to make the transition towards a sustainable
society. At the core of this challenge lies the social dilemma problem: a preserved environment is a
common good of benefit to everyone; to achieve sustainability, however, cooperation is required from the
majority. But, cooperation comes at individual costs in the short term and this provokes noncooperative
behaviour [1]. This paper suggests to study environmental behaviour in real life social dilemma situations
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by exploiting smartphone technology to collect new types of “living laboratory” [2] data. The novelty
is thus to fuse “big” data (multiple format data collected via smartphones) with a theory-based fieldexperimental approach to study human behaviour in real life.
Big data is widely regarded as a rich data source for (environmental) human behaviour [3, 4]. Typically, consumer behaviour is the focus of environmental behaviour studies making use of big data such
as retailers’ loyalty cards data [5] or smart meter data [6]. However, such data is limited. For instance,
Hornibrook et al. [5] could not explain why the introduction of carbon emission labelling on supermarket products did not have any impact on customers’ purchase choices; the loyalty card data was not
sufficient to answer this question and the researchers had to conduct focus groups to get insight into
possible reasons for the lack of impact. Big data is typically purely observational, not generated for scientific purposes, useful to answer certain exploratory questions, but problematic where specific (causal)
mechanisms are of interest.
Experiments on the other hand allow to explore cooperation mechanisms and showed for instance
that public goods can be produced only in the presence of repeated interactions, which facilitate reciprocation, reputation effects and punishments or relatedness [7]. But, studies have also shown that
the correspondence between laboratory experimental and field-experimental results is often quite weak
[8, 9], suggesting that we cannot necessary make conclusions about real life (social dilemma) behaviour
from laboratory experiments. Consequently there is a lack of deeper theoretical understanding of how
these dilemma mechanisms play out in real life [10] beyond non-generalizable case studies [1].
Consequently, the most recent methodological development aims to combine the big data approach
with experimental design [11–13]. Mobile technologies can be ideal tools for such combined approaches
[13–15]. Smartphones are for instance used to study people’s daily lives, tracking social interactions,
mobility routines, etc. [16]. However most of these studies do not implement an experimental design.
The major originality of this pilot project lies in pushing the boundaries of what can be done with “living
laboratory” data in order to better understand (environmental) social dilemma problems.
This research aims to contribute to a greater understanding of people’s day-to-day environmental
decision making and to investigate how environmental behaviour dilemmas can be overcome on an
individual level in real life by combining the richness of “big” data with a field-experimental approach.
Overcoming environmental behaviour dilemmas is essential to a successful transition to an ecologically
sustainable society, as envisioned by the United Nations. Moreover, social dilemma problems such as the
environmental dilemma problem, the volunteering dilemma or any cooperation dilemma are pervasive
through social sciences [1] and a core issue in every society.
Studying multiple environmental behaviour dimensions (transport, food, energy, consumption, waste)
simultaneously is crucial to understanding how they interact in people’s decision making, e.g. when people decide to buy an ecological product to compensate for environmentally damaging travel behaviour.
Including different environmental behaviour dimensions allows to investigate phenomena like the moral
credential effect, where a person who has chosen an environmentally friendly behaviour in one context,
may feel morally entitled to behave in less environmentally friendly fashion in another. The Randomised
Controlled Trial (RCT) field-experimental design allows moreover causal inference in hypothesis testing. And with the time-series experimental design actual behavioural changes and the stability of these
changes can be analysed.
In the pilot study two field-based interventions were tested to inspire cooperative, i.e., environmentallyfriendly behaviour. (1) Behavioural targeting, originally an online advertisement practice where online
users are presented with advertisement based on their past online behaviour [17], is based in the nudge
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theory [18]. The “nudge” is any aspect “of the choice architecture that alters people’s behaviour in a predictable way without forbidding any options or significantly changing their economic incentives” (ibid.).
In this study the nudges will be tailored messages sent to study participants’ smartphones, proposing specific behavioural changes based on participants’ past behaviour. (2) In the social monitoring treatment
group individuals will mutually monitor each other’s behaviour as captured by various environmental
behaviour scores and visualised through the smartphone application. It is assumed that people, who are
aware of their behaviour being monitored and who can compare their behaviour to peer behaviour, will
tend to show socially desirable, i.e. environmentally friendly behaviour [19, 20]. This hypothesis is based
in the social influence theory which investigates the effects of compliance, conformity and competition
[21]. A control group was not included in the pilot study due to financial restriction that allowed to recruit and compensate only 20 study participants. Instead it was decided to issue the field-experimental
treatment only in the second week of the study. The first week thus served as reference point for comparison and treatment effect estimation. In an actual study however a control group should be included.
Moreover, other field-experimental treatments, e.g. reputation-based interventions or financial incentives
could be implemented in an actual study.
This paper will discuss the results of pilot data analysis only to show what analyses could be done and
what insights could potentially be reached if data would be collected on larger scale using the suggested
approach. No attempts will be made to make any (general) conclusions about environmental behaviour
from this pilot study data. Not only does the extremely small, unrepresentative sample not allow for
any robust estimations or generalizations, but the two weeks of data collection are too short to measure
any consistent behavioral changes due to field-experimental interventions. Ideally the study would run
over several weeks to measure stable effects. One week of intervention does not give study participants
enough time to adapt and potentially change their behaviour. Indeed, in the evaluation survey after
the data collection, some study participants explicitly said that they were not able to make short-term
changes after noting their high environmental footprint scores during the field-experimental intervention
week, because flights were already booked long time ago, car trips already planned and certain foods
already bought.
2. Methodological Approach
2.1. Smartphone Application
For the pilot study the free EpiCollect 5 Mobile and Web Application (https://five.epicollect.net),
developed by Imperial College London, was used for research data collection purposes [22, 23]. The
platform allows to create project-specific smartphone applications with respective inquiry forms on the
EpiCollect 5 website and then publish these through the EpiCollect 5 mobile phone application, that
operates on iOS and Android smartphones. After installing the EpiCollect 5 application on their phones,
users can then select and load the published project through the app. Following that they are ready to
generate data online and offline through their mobile devices any time and as often as necessary, save it
and upload it to the EpiCollect 5 server the next time they are online. EpiCollect 5 gives users full control
over their data, since they have to explicitly upload the data. The researcher is able to view and download
the user-uploaded data from the server either in JSON or CSV format. EpiCollect 5 allows to collect the
following data types: (1) simple or multiple choice questions or text entries, (2) GPS coordinates, (3)
images, (4) videos, (5) audio and (6) barcodes. In the pilot study (1), (2), (3) and (6) were used for data
collection.
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EpiCollect 5 is a great platform for research data collections. For an actual study on larger scale a
bespoke software solution will be preferable, which would allow to implement certain features more
directly. For instance, EpiCollect 5 is not necessarily designed for experimental research purposes; there
is no way to issue treatments directly through the app, like sending users messages (this was possible in
the previous EpiCollect version though) or visualising their (and others’) data entries (e.g. environmental
performance) through the app. In the pilot study notifications were sent to users’ email addresses in both
treatment cases, with messages containing either individualised advice on how to reduce ecological
footprint based on individual past data or with messages containing visualizations of their own and
others’ environmental performance for social monitoring purposes. A bespoke smartphone application is
currently work in progress and would allow to send messages directly and automatically (incl. reminders
to upload data) to users through the app and to visualise environmental performance within the app (see
further details in Supplementary Information S1).
Moreover, the pilot study showed that collecting electric meter data through image taking is problematic, because study participants take pictures of various quality and perspective. Each electric meter is
moreover different in shape and functionality, using OCR (Optical Character Recognition) to read out
the counter from the uploaded images to get reliable electricity usage figures proofed impossible due to
these issues. In a bespoke software solution a better way to collect electric meter data must be found,
ideally something similar to the barcode scanner, where the user has to explicitly focus the camera on
the electric meter counter so that the application can read out the number and store the input numerically
in the data. This is technically not trivial though [24, 25].
Finally, it would be useful if the barcode scanner implemented in the application could be automatically linked to an extensive database of barcodes, that would allow to find the product information (incl. whether the product is eco-friendly, fair-trade, the price, etc.) linked to the barcode number and add this product information to the data directly. Unfortunately free and comprehensive barcode databases are currently not available, though there are first attempts to build such databased
(e.g. http://product-open-data.com). There is also the problem of different types of barcode formats
(e.g. EAN 13, UPC, etc.) and usually databases provide comprehensive data on one or the other,
rarely on various types of barcodes. But, there are barcode database providers who offer APIs that
would facilitate an automatic linking to these databases, even though these services are not free (e.g.
https://www.barcodelookup.com/api).
2.2. Data Collection
For the pilot study 20 study participants were recruited, 13 participants were students (incl. two postgraduate students) and 7 had a professional background. All study participants had a higher educational
background. The age of the study participants ranged between 18 and 43, with the mean of 25.7 and
standard deviation of 7.23. 8 study participants were male, 12 female. Study participants were compensated for their participation with a £50 Amazon voucher. When recruiting study participants it was
attempted to maintain the non-interference assumption, i.e. that the CO2 emissions of one experimental
group are not affected by the treatment in the other experimental group [26] e.g. through a spill-over
effect between study participants who are friends.
The data collection took place over two weeks in June 2017. Note, that this means that students had
their term break around this time and were more likely to travel. Study participants had to enter data
through the application on a daily basis and upload the data in the evening. If they failed to do so they
received a reminder email. The daily data entry took between 5 and 12 minutes and could be distributed
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over the whole day. Study participants were asked to enter the start and destination GPS coordinates,
barcode scans of products they bought, moreover they were asked what transport mode (multiple choice
question) they chose (incl. no, if they stayed at home) and why (single choice question), what food
they have eaten throughout the day (multiple choice question), what electric devices they used (multiple
choice question), what electric devices were on all day (multiple choice question), what non-grocery
products they have bought (multiple choice question) and what waste they produced (multiple choice
question). They were also asked to take an image of their electric meter counter (see Supplementary
Information S2.1 for the full questionnaire). Participants were allowed to skip questions requesting GPS
coordinates, barcode scans and electric meter images, if they were uncomfortable with sharing this type
of data or if they simply did not travel, or did not buy anything on a given day or if they had no access to
their electric meter or were traveling. The answers were then translated into average CO2 emissions for
the specified activity based on “How Bad are Bananas? The Carbon Footprint of Everything” by Mike
Berners-Lee [27]. This allowed to calculate average CO2 emissions for each environmental behaviour
dimension and overall.
At the start of the pilot study the study participants were moreover asked to complete an initial online
survey, collecting some basic socio-demographic (i.e. age, gender, financial situation) and attitudinal
data (e.g. attitude on climates change, recycling and buying ecological products). And the end of the pilot
study they were asked to complete a final online survey, evaluating their experience as study participants
(i.e. what they liked, what they did not like, what suggestions for improvement they have, whether they
thought that participation in the study raised their environmental awareness, whether they thought the
compensation was sufficient and whether they would participate in a similar study over a longer period
of time) (see Supplementary Information S2.2. and S2.3 for further details).
In the first week of data collection no field-experimental treatment was issued. After the first week
the 20 study participants were randomly assigned to one of the two field-experimental groups, each
containing 10 study participants. Thus, in the second weak all study participants were subject to one of
the two field-experimental treatments on a daily basis. In the behavioural targeting group they would
receive individualised messages giving advice on how they could reduce their CO2 emissions, e.g. in the
transport dimension by using a bus instead of a car. The advice given was based on the data entered on
the previous day. In the social monitoring group study participants would receives messages visualising
in a bar graph their own environmental performance from the previous day on the various dimensions
as well as the environmental performance of the others in the group. This happened in an anonymised
way. Each study participant had a username that was used throughout the study to collect the data
and to refer to and identify the various study participants. The notifications were sent out every day at
5pm (see Supplementary Information S2.4 for further details on the notifications). Parallelism in the
administration of the field-experiment with the two treatments, i.e. all subjects used the same app and
were exposed to the same questionnaire etc., helped to maintain the excludability assumption, that is the
potential outcome of the experiment depends solely on whether the subject receives the treatment [26].

3. Pilot Study Results
The collected data allows firstly to do some descriptive analyses, including looking at the trends in
CO2 emissions throughout the study on the individual as well as aggregate level (see Supplementary
Information S3.1). Generally, it is quite indicative that although the vast majority (16 out of 20) of the
study participants agreed that climate change is one of the most serious problems that humanity is facing
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Fig. 1. Box plots for the 20 study participants showing their overall CO2 emissions before and after the field-experimental
treatment.

today’ (see Supplementary Information S3.1), this concern is not necessarily mirrored in their everyday
environmental behaviour; cars and taxis are used on a regular basis even for shorter distances, beef or
lamb is consumed, even though it has an extremely high carbon footprint etc.. It shows how abstract
climate change concerns remains for most people when it comes to their day-to-day life. Attitudes do
not necessarily manifest themselves in behaviour.
Of particular interest, at least in an actual study, is moreover to estimate the treatment effect and
to compare various field-experimental interventions. Figure 1 shows the overall CO2 emissions in the
first and in the second week for the 20 study participants. It shows no coherent picture, in some cases
the overall CO2 emissions were higher in the second week (after intervention), in other cases it was
lower and again in others almost the same comparing to the first week (before intervention). This is not
surprising, since, as already mentioned earlier, people need more time (min. 18 days!) to adjust their
behaviour [28], one week of intervention is not sufficient to measure consistent behavioural change.
People cannot be expected to change their travelling plans (e.g. cancel a booked flight) suddenly or
throw away food they have bought earlier after an intervention. This is also evident if we conduct a
paired t-test comparing the average overall CO2 emissions from the first and second week. The paired
t-test shows that there is no significant treatment effect (t = -2.12, p = 0.05, 95%-CI: [-24.46, -0.13]), in
fact, the mean difference (-12.29) even points in the opposite direction, that is the aggregate mean CO2
emissions in the second week (after intervention) (106.49, sd = 30.36) was even somewhat higher than
in the first week (94.19, sd = 23.46). This was partly due to the fact that many study participants were
flying in the second week (7 out of 20 comparing to 1 out of 20 in the first week). Given that people tend
to make their travel plans and book their flights some considerable time in advance, it is safe to assume
that the sudden rise of flights in the second week was not due to but rather despite the field-experimental
treatment.
However, if breaking down into the various environmental dimensions, we can see that it’s not only the
transport dimension that is inconsistent with our assumptions, in the food dimension for instance even
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a slightly significant negative treatment effect can be observed. The pilot study does not really allow to
draw any conclusions, but it would be interesting to investigate, whether a treatment may even have a
counter-productive effect, at least in some dimension or at least at the start of the intervention. People
seem to be particularly resistant to interventions if it comes to their food [29]. Only in the electricity
dimension we can see a significant positive treatment effect (see Supplementary Information S3.2).
People find it probably easier to save some energy in response to a field-experimental treatment than
to change their eating habits or their traveling plans. Thus, the pilot study would suggest that the two
treatments did not change study participants’ behaviour in positive (greater sustainability) way, except
for the electricity dimension. However, as mentioned earlier, this was rather to be expected because
behavioural adjustments takes usually more time [28]. Also, due to financial limitations which prohibited
the recruitment of further study participants, no control group is available which limits the analyses, since
only a comparison against the past performance over the first week is feasible. The analyses also show
considerable variation, incl. outliers in the CO2 emissions within each individual, which makes a paired
t-test on individuals’ average CO2 emissions rather problematic.
This problem can be avoided to some extent in a repeated measure ANOVA, that allows to compare
the two treatment effects, using second week data, accounting for autocorrelation and random effects.
The analyses result in a reasonable random effect model (LL: -661.11, AIC: 1336.23, BIC: 1356.19)
that fits the data indeed better (L-Ratio Test: 16.29, p < 0.01) than a fixed model (LL: -669.26, AIC:
1348.52, BIC: 1362.78). Calculating McFadden (0.02), Cox/Snell (0.17) and Nagelkerke (0.17) PseudoR-squares for the model vs. a null models with neither fixed nor random effect, shows moreover that
the model fits the data better than a null model (LL-difference: -12.30, Chi-Square: 24.61, p < 0.01).
However, the model is only marginally better than a null model that includes random effect and the
improvement in the model fit is not significant (LL-diff: -2.36, Chi-Square: 4.72, p = 0.32; McFadden
Pseudo R-Square: 0.004, Cox/Snell Pseudo-R-Square: 0.35, Nagelkerke Pseudo R-Square: 0.35). Hence,
we cannot necessary conclude that accounting for the treatments improves our ability to predict the
overall CO2 emissions. This might not be of great surprise given the limitation of the pilot study and
the small data set. Nevertheless, when actually comparing the two treatments, the pilot study seems to
suggests that the social monitoring treatment had a somewhat greater positive (in terms of reducing CO2
emissions) effect on the overall environmental behaviour in comparison to the behavioural targeting
treatment (see Figure 2). This result shows at least that it could be worth investigating further the effect
of different types of treatments in a full study, including a control-group and potentially other treatments.
Repeated measure ANOVA analyses for the different environment dimensions can be looked up in the
Supplementary Information S3.3. They confirm among others that the strongest effect is measurable in
the electricity dimension, with the social monitoring treatment having a stronger and more consistent
effect comparing to the bahavioural targeting treatment.
The data collected also allows to build and estimate choice models, either traditional discrete choice
models [30] or if one would like to account for potential non-linearities in the decision making Gaussian Processes-based choice models suggested recently by Mann et al. [31, 32]. Gaussian process choice
models were estimated for transport mode choices. Initial survey data provided individual characteristics
data (i.e. age, financial situation, climate change attitude). While data collected through the smartphone
application allowed to create a dataset of travel choices characteristics (e.g. CO2 emissions) and account
for distances of individual travels, estimated from the GPS recordings, to which other data on travel
choices from other sources can be added (e.g. average speed, average cost for a respective travel mode).
Finally, using the data from the smartphone application, that indicates who used what transport mode
when, why and to travel where etc. the individual characteristic data is linked to the travel characteristic
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Fig. 2. Interaction plot shows the natural mean of each treatment*date combination along with the confidence interval of each
mean with percentile method. Least Square Means for CO2 emissions in the behavioural targeting group were estimated to be
118.02 (se: 8.61, 95%-CI: [97.12, 138.93]), for social monitoring 93.19 (se: 8.52, 95%-CI: [72.42, 113.96]).

choices. Making use of Mann et al. [31] approach, allows to estimate utility functions to understand why
study participants have chosen certain transport modes in a given situation. Keeping in mind the limitation of the data, i.e. we cannot draw any generalisable conclusions from these analyses, the obtained
model results nevertheless show the potential of this approach to gain insights from an actual study.
Figure 3 shows for instance that distance plays an important role when it comes to picking the travel
mode and hence when it comes to CO2 emissions. Participants prefer for small distances low CO2
emission transport modes, but with increasing distance transport modes with higher CO2 emissions are
preferred. This seems to interact to some extent with the financial situation. The transport mode choices
of participants with more difficult financial situations seem to be more limited, the utility bands in the
plot are much more narrow and focussed. But the main two positive utility areas for lower and higher
distances are the same for the well-off and less well-off. Age seems to have a rather minor effect on
its own, in particularly it does not play a major role for travels within low distances and for middle
distances the older seem to have a slightly higher preference for high-CO2 emission transport modes
compared to younger participants, who might have less access to these (i.e. car ownership). The choice
is furthermore influenced by climate change attitudes. For near distances those who are more concerned
about the climate change are more likely to prefer low CO2 emission transport modes, while for far
distances those who are less concerned are having a much clearer preference for high-CO2 emission
transport models. Generally, those who are least concerned about climate change are more likely to
prefer transport modes with high CO2-emissions even for small distance travels. Besides CO2 emissions,
participants seem to choose transport modes based on how much independence these transport modes
allow for, with a clear preference for transport modes that allow for the greatest independence such as
cars, but also bikes and walks for short distances, while transport modes that are low on independence
such as buses and trains are rather disliked. Moreover, we see that older participants seem to have a
slightly higher preference for independent transport modes comparing to young participants, who again
might not have access to these (e.g. car ownership) (see further results e.g. on the effect of transport cost
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in Supplementary Information S3.4). Though these results seem to be reasonable in describing people’s
behavioral choices, caution should be applied when interpreting these results, given the little data.
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Fig. 4. The upper panels are scatterplots with a fitted linear regression line and 95%-Confidence Interval areas around it to
display the bivariate relation between the various environmental dimensions. The bottom figure is a correlation matrix plot for
second week data that displays the direction and strengths of correlations between the various environmental dimensions in
colours, including one-day lags.
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Finally, of interest is also to investigate how the various environmental behaviour dimensions interact,
specifically whether we can find evidence for the so-called moral credential effect or self-licensing effect [33, 34], where a person who has chosen an environmentally friendly behaviour in one context, may
feel morally entitled to behave in less environmentally friendly fashion in another. On the other hand a
person may decide to compensate for an environmentally damaging behavior though a particularly environmentally friendly behaviour in another dimension. Looking bivariately at the correlations between
the various environmental dimensions suggests however only weak relations between the dimensions
and mostly positive, hence suggesting that study participants with high CO2 emissions on one dimension tend to be higher on the others (see upper Figure 4). Weak evidence for compensation behaviour
arises only in the relation between transport and electricity, where we see a negative correlation, though
this might be an artefact, i.e. on days when study participants travel they automatically tend to use fewer
electronic devices and hence the electricity CO2 emissions are lower.
When considering only week two data (see bottom Figure 4) the correlations are a bit stronger, but still
weak and mostly insignificant (e.g. the negative correlation between Transport CO2 and Electricity CO2
in the second week is -0.198, for the whole study period it is -0.146). Moreover, looking at correlations
taking into account lags, which would allow to investigate moral credential effects, there is a very weak
and insignificant negative correlation between lag Electricity CO2 and Transport CO2 (r = -0.051), which
could potentially hint at a moral credential effect, where study participants who saved electricity (and
hence CO2 emissions) the previous day felt potentially a bit more entitled to use less environmentally
friendly transport modes the next day. But the pilot study data is insufficient to provide valid evidence for
this assumption. Given these very weak bivariate interactions further model-based investigations were
not conducted, but in a full-scale study it would be still interesting to take a closer look at the interactions
of the various environmental behaviour dimensions.

4. Lessons Learned from the Pilot Study - Future Research Outlook
Even though the results from the pilot study are in many ways non-conclusive due to various limitations of the pilot study, they nevertheless show that potentially interesting insights could be gained from
conducting such a study with an improved design, on a larger scale and over a longer period. The results
show that even with the small pilot study sample we can observe some interesting behavioural patterns
worth studying further. Moreover, 17 out of 20 study participants suggested that the participation in
the study increased their environmental awareness a little (10), to some extent (6) or absolutely (1). Of
course this does not translate automatically in behavioural change, but there may be some potential for
it.
It is not the intension of this study to suggest that the society should leave it to the individual responsibility of each citizen to fight climate change and strive for greater sustainability. Nudges etc. will not
be sufficient to find a solution to the ecological crises humanity is facing. In fact one question that even
this pilot study raises, is why are people not more environmentally friendly, even if they clearly think
that sustainability and climate change is important? Gifford [35] suggests that “structural barriers such
as a climate-averse infrastructure are part of the answer". Hence, policy measures such as CO2 emission taxes, public investment in sustainable infrastructure are inevitable if we seriously want to make
a transition towards a sustainable future. But, the change on the individual level should be encouraged
simultaneously with societal change. If both go hand in hand we are more likely to achieve a true transition. According to Gifford (ibid.), other factors that preclude people from acting are psychological
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barrier, such as “limited cognition about the problem, ideological world views that tend to preclude
pro-environmental attitudes and behavior, comparisons with key other people, sunk costs and behavioral
momentum, discredence toward experts and authorities, perceived risks of change, and positive but inadequate behavior change." We therefore need to study how change on the individual level can be achieved
and the approach introduced here, could be one effective way to do that.
Of course this study approach too is not without limitations and problems. One limitation is the reliance on people’s accurate reporting of their environmentally relevant activities. Here the approach
suffers a weakness that most research involving humans is facing and there is no easy, obvious solution
to this. At least the daily data collection makes sure that people don’t have to struggle to remember
what they did throughout the day. Moreover, the collection of more objective data, such as electric meter
data etc. can to some extent allow to verify the responses. One way to try to achieve a higher accuracy is to gamify the data collection, so it’s in people’s interest to be accurate. The study design should
be also improved in many other ways, some of which were mentioned already throughout the paper.
Study participants’ feedback in the final online survey provides valuable input for a better design among
others of the survey questions. Besides developing a bespoke mobile phone application that solves the
technical issues, it would be important to recruit a sizeable, preferably representative random sample
for the study, to include a control group and to run the study over a much longer period of time, at
least one month, to give study participants time to adjust their behaviour in response to interventions
and to measure the consistency of behavioural change. Better data would allow to conduct better statistical analyses (e.g. mixed effect models, difference-in-difference analyses etc.). Furthermore, other
interesting interventions could be included and the on tested here improved, e.g. in terms of behavioural
targeting messaging [36] and in terms of unobtrusiveness [26]. Recent experimental studies in public
good games show that reputation-based interventions are very effective in inspiring cooperative and prosocial behaviour [37, 38], therefore it would be worthwile including a reputation-based intervention in
this study approach. This paper will hopefully inspire further thinking into how we can go a step further
in studying social dilemmata and how we can overcome them.
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